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Executive Summary
Recent directives outline the need to mitigate underwater noise footprint due to shipping, to
prevent negative consequences to marine life. In that context, the final goal of the EU funded
AQUO project [5] is to provide policy makers with practical guidelines for that purpose. The
list of solutions will be split into solutions regarding ship design (including propeller and
cavitation noise), and solutions related to shipping control and regulation.
Up to now, some recommendations and standards for limitation of underwater radiated noise
(URN) by some classes of ships have been emitted, but the relationship between shipping as
a cluster of moving noise sources and the impact on underwater noise has not been
addressed clearly. For that reason, it is necessary to have at one’s disposal a noise footprint
assessment model, relying on proper description of ship underwater radiated noise,
underwater acoustics propagation phenomena, and taking into account shipping information
through AIS data (number of ships in a given maritime area, speed, type of ships and
operating conditions, location, course, speed…). This noise footprint assessment model is
the purpose of WP1 of AQUO Project. This report addresses the state-of-the-art related to
ocean noise prediction and the research and developments done in the framework of WP1 in
order to provide to the project an innovative and suitable noise footprint assessment tool.
The objective of this task is to validate the implementation of real-time soundscape
modelling. To achieve this, the modelling performed by Quonops© will be compared to:
• Measured data from an in-situ hydrophone from March to July 2014 (test period);
• Alternative modelling software suites.
The test maritime area is close to the OBSEA (http://www.obsea.es), which underwater
observatory is deployed near Barcelona (Spain). This oceanographic equipment is
composed of a buoy and underwater measuring systems, including a hydrophone. Data was
recorded during the period from March to July 2014, including the ship traffic through AIS
information. For this study, we focused on two particular days, one in winter and one in
summer to account for the variation of underwater acoustic propagation and ship traffic.
The noise footprint assessment model derived from Quonops© is a complex tool that can be
used both in real time and for simulations. In order to validate the elementary computations,
more simple models and simulations have been done by UNIGE and FOI by direct
computation using the same input data. The good comparison between the results allows the
validation at this stage.
The comparison to the underwater noise along time recorded at the particular point of the
OBSEA observatory is more difficult. Although the location of peaks in time is well
represented, large differences in the sound levels can be obtained. It is found that the main
causes of uncertainty are the knowledge of the sea bottom properties, the fact that the AIS
information is not fully reliable (some vessels are not equipped or don’t provide the
information), and the availability of detailed and validated noise source models for all
categories of vessels. It should also be noted that, although large deviations can be
observed on a single observation point, the prediction of the statistical spatial and timedomain information and the global trend on a maritime area, expressed for example in the
form of percentiles, is more robust.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Context of AQUO

Recent directives outline the need to mitigate underwater noise footprint due to shipping, to
prevent negative consequences to marine life. In that context, the final goal of the EU funded
AQUO project [5] is to provide to policy makers practical guidelines, acceptable by shipyards
and ship owners. The list of solutions will be split into solutions regarding ship design
(including propeller and cavitation noise), and solutions related to shipping control and
regulation. Exploitation of the AQUO project results is expected to have significant impacts,
meeting the requirements of the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD).
Up to now, some recommendations and standards for limitation of underwater radiated noise
(URN) by some classes of ships have been emitted, but the relationship between shipping as
a cluster of moving noise sources and the impact on underwater noise has not been
addressed clearly. For that reason, it is necessary to have at one’s disposal a noise footprint
assessment model, relying on proper description of ship underwater radiated noise,
underwater acoustics propagation phenomena, and taking into account shipping information
through AIS data (number of ships in a given maritime area, speed, type of ships and
operating conditions, location, course, speed…). This noise footprint assessment model is
the purpose of WP1 of AQUO Project. This report addresses the state-of-the-art related to
ocean noise prediction and the research and developments done in the framework of WP1 in
order to provide to the project an innovative and suitable noise footprint assessment tool.
A key element for the project is the availability of a relevant definition of an “underwater noise
footprint due to shipping”, referred in the following as “noise footprint” for more simplicity. A
research task has been performed under WP1 to elaborate a broad definition of the ocean
noise footprint (AQUO European Collaborative Project, 2012).

1.2.

Ocean noise footprint definition

The ocean noise footprint is defined as the quantification of the noise level arising from
maritime activities that affects a portion of the sea. It includes the description of the noise
sources and the propagation of the sound in the ocean environment that can be represented
as a noise map. It can be used to assess the effect or impact of anthropogenic sound on
marine life.
The proposed definition is conceived as a tool able to quantify the anthropogenic pressure
induced by the introduction of noise in the marine environment. The noise footprint therefore
Is not specific in terms of metric;
Is not specific in terms of averaging;
Is compliant with any existing ISO/ANSI standard;
Allow the quantification of the levels arising from any kind of maritime activity or group
of activities;
Is a compliant tool to assess MSFD indicators 11.1.1 and indicators 11.1.2.
The proposed definition for underwater noise footprint is generic enough to embrace:
The ability to bridge from anthropogenic noise to any kind of effect of noise to
species, without explicit allusion to any species;
The ability to be turned into perceived levels by applying any ad-hoc transformation;
The ability to be applicable for the future progress on the knowledge on the effect of
noise to species. Indeed, the definition of the ocean noise footprint allows
PUBLIC
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mathematical derivations in order to bridge with its influence on the biological
environment, or “Perceived Noise Footprint”, where noise falls within the frequency
band of perception of a given species potentially present in the area.
Underwater Radiated Noise (URN) is the noise level generated by a source of noise. The
acoustic source signature therefore only depends on the characteristics of the source. The
sound source is then transmitted (depth, speed, repetition rate, etc.) into an environment
(temperature, salinity, bathymetry, surface roughness, etc.) within the context of
anthropogenic (vicinity of a shipping lane or an offshore wind farm, harbour, etc.) noise. The
volume of water where the sound source modifies the existing ambient noise such that the
sound source will not be masked by other sources of noise is the ‘Ocean Noise Footprint’.
The Ocean Noise Footprint is where the influence of the sound source on the physical and
biological environment occurs above the existing original noise environment.

1.3.

Need for a modelling tool to assess anthropogenic noise

footprints
The definition of the noise footprint implies the capability to describe and assess the effect of
the ocean noise environment on the noise propagation.
The rational for taking into account the effect of the ocean environment on the definition of
the noise footprint is that sound waves travel quickly in water and over distances up to a few
kilometres to hundreds of kilometres. The lower the frequencies and the deeper the water,
the further waves will travel. The noise level distribution in the water column depends greatly
on the sources present, the bathymetric conditions, the conditions of temperature and
salinity, the nature of the seabed and the state of the sea.
Noise propagation and ambient noise levels are determined by several factors: bathymetry
(underwater terrain); the nature of the seabed (sediment type); oceanographic conditions
(such as temperature and salinity, currents and tides); weather conditions such as the wind
(and consequently waves); and rainfall intensity. Other parameters also influence noise
propagation and level, but to a lesser extent.
Sound-propagation losses are greater as water becomes shallower, a cumulative loss effect
that derives from shoaling caused by changing bathymetry as well as tidal fluctuations. The
effect is linked to the interaction of sound waves with the interfaces of the oceanic waveguide
(surface and seabed). Furthermore, it should be noted that ocean waves tend to surge as
they encounter shallower water, which increases their contribution to ambient noise.
Propagation losses are more significant when the seabed is loose and fine-grained (i.e. silt
absorbs sound waves better than gravel). However, the denser the sediment, the more
reverberant it is; sound waves with significant angles of incidence on sediment are better
reflected when the sediment is dense. Wind-generated ocean surface waves propagate and
absorb sound waves, an effect that increases with increasing sea state. However, the noise
generated by surging waves also increases the level of ambient noise. In other words, rough
seas increase natural noise levels, but other noise sources do not carry as far as they would
in calm conditions. In shallow water, sedimentary particles are carried out by currents and/or
waves, and noise is generated when sedimentary particles collide with each other. Generally,
the coarser and faster the sediments are, the higher the noise level is.
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Temperature and salinity profiles of the ocean vary in space (vertically and horizontally) and
time (daily and seasonal trends), and stratification of the water column is a commonly
occurring phenomenon. Sound waves are highly sensitive to stratification, and a negative
vertical temperature/salinity gradient will result in the refraction of sound waves towards the
seabed where they will be subject to the influence of sediment. Conversely, in the absence of
stratification (homogeneous medium), sound can carry further because acoustic ray paths
interact far less with the surface and/or seabed.
A reasonable estimate of the sound fields can only be achieved by numerical simulation
using models that take all these parameters into account.

1.4.

Quonops©, Quiet-Oceans’ ocean noise prediction system

Quiet-Oceans operates since 2010 the proprietary QUONOPS© ocean noise-monitoring and
prediction system developed and owned by the company [6]. In a similar manner to weather
forecasting systems, QUONOPS© produces an estimate of the spatio-temporal distribution of
noise levels generated by human activities at sea, aggregating multiple sources, and
assessing short-, mid- and long term source contributions to the global noise field. The
system caters for a broad range of maritime activities, including: maritime traffic [7]; oil
exploration; underwater warfare exercises; offshore construction and fossil-fuel extraction;
offshore wind-power construction and operations; underwater drilling and blasting operations.
The stochastic nature of ambient noise is linked to the unpredictable nature of anthropogenic
noise sources and, to a much lesser extent, subtle environmental conditions. For example, it
is particularly difficult to predict when the next vessel will pass a given position. The effects of
noise on animal species are also of a stochastic nature as only a statistical estimate of the
risk incurred due to such noise can be given. In order to overcome this fundamental
characteristic, Quiet-Oceans suggested an innovative approach based on a statistical
characterization of the noise and associated risks. In practice, the soundscapes produced by
QUONOPS© are compiled using every combination of a set of environmental and
anthropogenic situations representative of the study area (Figure 1). The use of a MontéCarlo approach1 then helps determine the seasonal statistics of the sound fields and
describe the acoustic status of the study area in terms of acoustic level probability and
spatial distribution. The ‘anthropogenic situation’ parameter translates ‘frozen’ situations of
the spatial distribution of the anthropogenic sources into relevant statistical mapping of the
existing activities (for the initial state) or by the project (for the project’s noise footprint) as a
whole. This approach enables the introduction of the uncertainty associated with a number of
input parameters and the capturing of the effect of these uncertainties in the statistics of the
soundscapes.

1

The Monté-Carlo method is a numerical method that uses random drawing to calculate a deterministic quantity.
It is widely used in finance, earth sciences and life sciences.
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Figure 1 : Schematic description of the operational platform for predicting anthropogenic noise.

The outputs from QUONOPS© are tailored to the requirements of existing and emerging
national and international regulations regarding underwater noise, the conservation of
habitats and marine ecosystems, and the protection of marine species (Folegot, 2010c). The
production of statistical soundscapes effectively characterizes the spatio-temporal
emergence of anthropogenic noise. The system also supports underwater noise impact
assessments and assists in the formulation of optimized planning and focused mitigation of
maritime industrial activities in terms of environmental compliance.
The goal in the framework of AQUO is to improve the quality of the prediction by
implementing emerging technologies, new methodologies, and improved knowledge. The
objective is to bring innovative operational services for ocean noise footprint assessment that
can be operated in WP5 to evaluate the efficiency of a series of mitigation solutions and
provide a decision aid tool for policy makers.
The strategy that has been implemented has three phases (Figure 2):
• Phase 1: Develop a robust real-time modelling by the fusion of real-time
oceanography (service called operational oceanography), real-time ship traffic data
from the Automated Identification system and by coupling the modelling with the
international initiative LIsten to the Deep Ocean (LIDO, http://listentothedeep.com)
that provides real-time acoustic measurement and an automatic Detection,
Classification and Localization capability, able to monitor noise in chosen areas and
identify the contribution of different sources in real-time, providing a unique platform
to calibrate the prediction model;
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Phase 2: Continuously calibrate the model by developing assimilation methodologies
based on the noise measurement provided by the real-time observatories. This lead
to the new concept of passive calibration;
Phase 3: Develop statistical methodologies to provide continuous online soundscape
mapping services through the LIDO web-based interface.

Figure 2: Research strategy for the ocean noise footprint assessment model.

2. Measured and predicted noise fields for validation
2.1.

OBSEA test case

The objective of this task is to validate the implementation of real-time soundscape
modelling. To achieve this, the modelling performed by Quonops© will be compared to:
• Measured data from an in-situ hydrophone from March to July 2014 (test period);
• Alternative modelling software suites.
Results of those comparisons will be presented in Section Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable..

2.1.1. Description of OBSEA
The OBSEA (http://www.obsea.es) underwater observatory is deployed at sea near
Barcelona (Spain). This oceanographic equipment is composed of a buoy and underwater
measuring systems, including an hydrophone. The equipment is connected with the on-land
station with cables in order to provide both power to equipment and Ethernet connectivity.
This high speed connection (up to 1 Gbps) makes it possible to run real-time analysis of the
data on-land.
Within the scope of the AQUO project, the following sensors have been used:
• AIS receiver on the buoy in order to detect and identify of near-by ships
PUBLIC
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Hydrophone placed at 20 meters underwater

The data from those two sensors are accumulated on-land and sent periodically (every
approximately 5 minutes) to Quiet-Oceans’ servers. There, a real-time instance of QuonopsRealTime© integrates the live data in order to produce instantaneous evaluation of the
soundscape around the hydrophone.
Once computed, the produced maps are sent to the LIDO (http://listentothedeep.com) and
integrated in the main view. The website then allows the user to simultaneously inspect live
audio feed and spectrograms.

Figure 3 Underwater equipment deployed at OBSEA (photo credit: http://obsea.es)

2.1.2. Shipping at OBSEA
Figure 4 illustrates the density of vessels in the OBSEA area from March to July 2014. The
concentration of the shipping at the vicinity of the harbours is clearly visible, as well as the
main shipping route from and to these harbours.
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Figure 4: Ship density during the period March to July 2014 obtained by processing the real-time
flow of AIS data provided by LIDO.

2.1.3. Environment variations during the test period
In order to achieve those goals, we have analysed the trends of measured level and
predictions between February and July 2014. During this period, two characteristic days have
been selected for detailed inspection due to their environmental situation. The selected days
are March 27, 2014 and June 11, 2014.
Those two days reflect very different oceanographic conditions in the studied area. Figure 5
and Figure 6 show the sound speed profiles at the hydrophone position and away from the
hydrophone at the two selected days. They show that on June 11, 2014, a thermocline is
clearly established. The thermocline has a significant impact on sound propagation since it
create an acoustic channel where the energy is trapped.

Figure 5 Sound Speed Profiles at the hydrophone position for the two selected days

Figure 6 Sound Speed Profiles away from the hydrophone for the two selected days
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The two selected days have also been selected based on the following criteria:
• Available AIS dataset that can fully be used in order to precisely estimate ship
positions all day long
• Limited sea surface height since only Quonops® is able to handle it, not the other
state of the art models used as reference.

2.1.4. Validation scenario
Given that the real-time modelling associated with the OBSEA observatory has been
operational since the end of year 2013, an important data set has been constructed. This
dataset includes the processed recordings from the underwater hydrophone (as the received
level energy in the 1/3 band octave around 125 Hz), all the input data used by QuonopsRealTime©, and the modelled received level at the location of the hydrophone.
It is therefore possible to use this data in order to
• compare trends between (potentially un-calibrated) modelling and measurements
over long periods (see Section 2.4), then
• perform passive calibration in order to improve precision of badly known parameters
(such as the exact ground composition on the area) (see Section 3) and finally
• validate Quonops© calibrated output against both measured data and state of the art
models (see Section 4).
To run further validation on this period, we have set-up a reference database containing input
data for all the concurrent simulations that have been executed. The database contains the
following information:
•

•

•
•

•

•

2

Bathymethy: The bathymetry used to run the simulations covers the area form
40.40° to 41.70° in latitude and from 0.50° to 2.70 ° in longitude. The bathymetry is
based on the ETOPO12. It has been over-sampled by a factor of 10 using a bilinear
interpolation algorithm.
Sound Speed Profiles (SSP): The reference dataset contains the sound speed
profiles over the entire area defined by the bathymetry. The data have been extracted
from
the
MyOcean
online
oceanography
service,
using
the
“GLOBAL_ANALYSIS_FORECAST_PHYS_001_002” data collection.
Surface Sea Height (SSH): As for the SSP, the SSH have been collected over the
entire area using the MyOcean service, and the same dataset.
Autonomous Identification System (AIS): The AIS information around the
hydrophone has been collected over the area using the AIS receiver placed on the
OBSEA observer. This dataset have been completed using secondary AIS reception
networks. The final dataset contains all positions send by the vessels during the
entire study period.
Sedimentology profile: The ground characteristics have been determined with apriori knowledge when running initially. When enough data have been accumulated,
those parameters have been improved using passive geo-acoustic inversion (see
Section 3.3).
Measurements: The measurements from the OBSEA observatory are included in the
dataset used to validate Quonops RealTime©. The measurements are available in
one third octave band around 63 and 125 Hz, in accordance with the MSFD criteria.

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/global/
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2.2.

Seasonal analysis of the acoustic propagation at OBSEA

In winter, the temperature is mainly constant throughout the water column. However, a
strong thermocline appears in spring due to the heating of the upper layers of the ocean.
This introduces a very significant seasonal change in the propagation of the noise in the area
(Figure 8). The weather conditions are more clement the closer to summer. As provided by
MyOcean operational oceanography service observation and prediction, this results in a
generally calmer sea state (Figure 7) and hence a reduction in the level of natural noise
associated with waves in the area.
The Figure 8 demonstrates that the propagation of sounds is more favourable in winter than
in summer. In summer, sounds are refracted toward the bottom, and therefore more
attenuated by the sea bottom than in winter. The direct consequence is that the hydrophone
can receive sounds that come from larger ranges in winter than in summer. Bottom
properties have a larger influence on the received level in summer. This is applicable for all
sounds: natural sound (waves, rain, etc.), biological sounds and anthropogenic sounds
(shipping). The calmer sea states in summer (Figure 7) enhances this effect.
In winter, anthropogenic noise recorded is therefore louder because vessel noise propagates
at larger ranges. In summer, anthropogenic noise recorder is lower because vessel noise is
refracted toward the bottom. Therefore, the proportion of natural noise in the overall recorded
noise is larger in summer than in winter. This can be seen in Figure 9 (green curve) where
the natural noise is chronically decreasing as the thermocline becomes stronger, and the
anthropogenic noise (higher levels) is chronically increasing during the same period.

Figure 7 : Significant wave height (in meters) provided by MyOcean from March to July 2014.

Figure 8 : Propagation in the vertical plane for March and July 2014 conditions.
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Figure 9 : Measured noise in the 125 Hz third octave band from March and July 2014.

2.3.

Acoustic measurements at OBSEA

2.3.1. Real-time measurement of the noise field
As stated before (in Section 2.1.1), OBSEA has the ability of acquiring, processing and
sending oceanographic measurements and then sending those data in real-time to third
parties (including Quonops-RealTime®).
The data received by the on-land station connected to the buoy computes the received levels
by 1/3 octave band. Measurements around 63 and 125 Hz (frequencies specified by MSFD)
are then streamed as 1 point every 20 seconds in 5 minutes chunks to Quiet-Oceans
servers.
The data is then stored in order to allow re-processing, as we do in the current validation
task.

2.3.2. Analysis of the measured noise field
Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the received level on 125 Hz third octave band for the
2014/03/27 and 2014/06/11 obtained at OBSEA location (041°10.914'N' and 001°45.140'E
and 20m depth). The temporal range is on UTC time. These two days are chosen in order to
validate the prediction model. The first day shows two substantial ship passages with
consequent received level (increasing close to 25 dB) at 06:30 and 20:00 and relative
increasing of noise level at 13:00 and 18:00. In the second day, many shipping passages are
observed between 03:00 to 21:00. The ambient noise level is close to 75-80 dB ref 1µPa² for
these two days.
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Figure 10 Measurements of OBSEA hydrophone on March 27, 2014

Figure 11 Measurements of OBSEA hydrophone on June 11, 2014
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Uncalibrated prediction at OBSEA

Real time modelling for the OBSEA area works as an infinite loop of data-acquisition,
simulation, statistical analysis and output data exchange as summarized in Figure 12. As
mentioned before, Quonops-RealTime® is constantly connected to various online services in
order to acquire data.
The main provider Quonops-RealTime® is connected to:
1. MyOcean for oceanographic predictions (SSP, SSH) with one update every day
2. ETOPO (with a local cache of the dataset) for bathymetry profiles
3. LIDO for acquisition of data from OBSEA (AIS and measurement)

Figure 12 global scheme of operational ocean noise prediction.

As shown on Figure 13, Quiet-Oceans and LIDO communicates by exchanging files on
dedicated servers. On one hand, LIDO uploads regularly XML files that contain the AIS
information received by LIDO’s buoy on site and the received level recorded at the sensor
position. The acoustic field is given at third-octave 63Hz and 125Hz. The XML file is deposed
in a dedicated directory on a Quiet-Oceans ftp server and fetched regularly by QO-RT.
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On the other hand, after each Quonops calculus, QO-RT uploads the resulting noise field
together with coordinates on LIDO’s dedicated sftp3 server. This file that gives the field, the
latitudes and the longitudes is a text file. There is no depth coordinate because only the
maximum of noise field in the water column is sent. The corresponding AIS situation that was
played is also uploaded at the same time in XML format. All computed statistical fields are
sent to LIDO’s server too, in a specific binary format.

Figure 13 Synoptic of the LIDO-QUONOPS connected architecture.

3

Secure SHell file transfer protocol
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3. Calibration of the noise footprints
3.1.

Concept of acoustic assimilation

It is standard practice in modelling situations to use directly observed environmental and
acoustic measurements to provide locally valid assessment of modelled predictions. From
practical experience, we have observed that it is not unusual to encounter sound levels
differing by 10dB at two different depths 10m apart for a given time.

Figure 14: Schematic representation
of the calibration procedure

3.2.

Assimilation of ambient noise into the prediction

In order to take benefit of measurement in the prediction model, the natural noise is
estimated each time the model is running. An estimator of the natural noise contained in the
measured chorus has been designed and developed for each third octave. At each time and
for each third octave, the modelled noise and the measured natural noise are compared, and
the maximum of the two components is kept (Figure 15).

Figure 15: Schematic representation of the
assimilation of measured noise
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Figure 16 : Statistics of received level
and statistic of ambient noise level after
estimation of background noise at
OBSEA location for period March to
July 2014

3.3.

Passive inversion

The procedure adopted for Quonops© is to integrate localised measurements that have been
processed for each one-third octave. To calibrate the statistical map, we compare at the
hydrophone position the acoustic levels measured and predicted for different equivalent
assumed bottom properties. The objective of the geo-acoustic inversion is to reduce the
uncertainties on bottom properties in the surrounding of the hydrophone.
A preliminary set of results are obtained with a supposed equivalent bottom. In practice
(Figure 17), we estimate the received level at hydrophone position for a lot of bottom
properties and for series of anthropogenic situations. We compare the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) for low percentiles (anthropogenic contribution) and by minimizing the error
we obtain the best equivalent bottom and the equalization factor for each third octave.
In the case of OBSEA, the initial received level was processed with equivalent bottom
uniform on all area as defined by mud and fine sand with properties (d= 1.750 T/m3, cp=1575
m/s, αp=0.9 dB/λ). After many loops, the convergence criteria was obtained for an equivalent
bottom with properties d= 1.900 T/m3, cp=1700 m/s, αp=0.7 dB/λ. This bottom can be
classified as muddy fine sand.
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Figure 17: Schematic
representation of the
passive calibration process

3.4.

Results of the calibration at OBSEA

Figure 18 shows at OBSEA location (041°10.914'N' an d 001°45.140'E and 20m depth), the
different results obtained during each process of calibration for a period of 5 months (March
to July 2014). For the third octave band 125Hz, each figure represents the cumulative
distribution functions obtained by prediction and from measurement for each month. The first
line gives the uncalibrated noise prediction: without ambient noise assimilation and with initial
equivalent bottom. Divergences are significant from May to June and can be associated with
sound speed profile variations in the water column: the surface gradient increases the
interaction of acoustic rays with bottom. The second line includes in the prediction the
ambient noise deduced from measurement and allows correcting mainly the high percentile
of CDF. The third line is the prediction obtained by assimilation of ambient noise and after
updated equivalent bottom properties with passive calibration process. For each month, at
hydrophone location, the statistical difference between prediction and measurement is small.
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End of May

End of June

Uncalibrated
noise
prediction

Noise
prediction
after
assimilation
of ambient
noise

Noise
prediction
after
passive
inversion
and
assimilation
of ambient
noise
Figure 18 : Results of calibration process at OBSEA location during March to July 2014
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4. Quantifying prediction uncertainty at OBSEA
The purpose of Task 1.4.2 is to assess the uncertainties in the Quonops system for
predicting noise generated by ship traffic. The uncertainties can be linked both to the input
parameters in themselves and to how the data processing is performed. For this purpose two
different new tools have been developed by FOI and UNIGE as Quonops is a very complex
system, running in real-time, and it is not possible to easily change the simulation
parameters. The Quonops model (called the QO model below) predictions are performed
within a geographically determined region, for which data about environment and shipping
traffic (AIS records) is available. The basic idea in QO is to combine AIS data with models of
ships as noise sources to model the positions and spectral characteristics of the noise
sources in the region, compute the ship-to-receiver transfer functions by sound propagation
modelling to obtain the contributions from the individual ships to the noise level at the
receiver point, and superimpose them to obtain the predicted total shipping noise at the
receiver. The QO model has, in addition, options for tuning the modelled noise level obtained
in this way (called the Raw QO noise level below) by a constant shift (in dB) obtained from
measurements, and for adding background noise estimated from measurements. Such
options are not implemented in the FOI and UNIGE models, and the validations are based on
comparisons with Raw QO predictions only.
Nomenclature:
t : time [s]
v : ship speed [knots]
S : ship category (see Table 1)
c b : sound speed in the bottom [m/s]
c w : sound speed in the bottom [m/s]
3
ρ b : bottom density [t/m ]
3
ρ w : water density [t/m ]
λ : wavelength [m]
β b : bottom sound attenuation [dB/λ]
L : ship length [m]
f : frequency [Hz]
l
: third octave lower band limit [Hz]
f1/3
c
f1/3 : third octave centre frequency [Hz]
h
: third octave upper band limit [Hz]
f1/3
S lat , S long : ship latitude and longitude [deg]
s d : source depth [m]
H la t , H long : hydrophone latitude and longitude [deg]
Hd: hydrophone depth [m]
N (t ) : total number of ships present in the range at time t
RL: received level at hydrophone [dB re 1µPa2/Hz]
TL : transmission loss [dB re 1µPa2/Hz]
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4.1.

Test Area

The selected sea area is displayed in Figure 19, showing the bathymetry in colour scale and
the hydrophone position.

Figure 19 The selected test area (Mediterranean coast of Spain, near Barcelona)

The area represents a good test for the modelling, as many different types of ships transit
that maritime area, where a major commercial port and a few fishing harbours are present.
The traffic directed to/from the port of Barcelona is predominantly long-range traffic
characterised by large cargo vessels sailing quite far from the hydrophone, mostly with a
straight course and constant speed until very close to the shore. On the other hand, the
traffic of fishing vessels is characterised by a large variability of routes, speeds and distances
from the hydrophone, see Figure 20. Two periods of 24 hours have been selected for the
analysis: June 11th 2014 and March 27th 2014.

Figure 20 Ship traffic in the area during 24 hours

For the validation, the environmental characteristics used by the QO model were made
available. In particular, the bathymetry in the area was provided with a resolution of 0.0017
degrees both in latitude and longitude. The sound speed in the water cw (lat , long , day, depth) ,
was given with a horizontal resolution of 0.083 degrees in latitude and longitude, a resolution
in depth of around 3 meters and a time resolution of 24 hours. The seabed in the entire area
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is modelled as a single homogeneous fluid characterized by the acoustic parameters density
ρb, sound speed cb and absorption βb, see Table 2 below.
Regarding the shipping traffic data, the vessels’ information is derived by the Automatic
Identification System (AIS) transmitting both time dependent and time independent data. The
time independent data include the dimensions and category of the ship, while the time
dependent data used for the modelling are the GPS position (i.e. latitude and longitude),
course and speed.
It has to be here remarked that not all vessels have to be equipped with the AIS system (see
the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS), Ch. V, Reg. 19.2.4). For
example, small pleasure crafts are not. Moreover a vessel can decide to turn off its AIS
transponder for shorter or longer time-periods. Such vessels may occasionally contribute
significantly to the recorded noise levels used for validation of the model predictions, but their
contribution cannot be modelled and is left out from the simulations.

4.2.

Source models

The source modelling follows in principle the AIS categories. A simplified categorisation has
been actually used within the AQUO project, taking into account the availability of
experimental data to build the numerical model of the source. Table 1 contains the classes of
considered ships and the corresponding AIS codes.
In the scope of task 2.1 of AQUO Project, the source models have been built in order to
obtain a simplified spectrum in the frequency range 10 Hz to 10 kHz as function of a few
macro parameters obtainable from the AIS data, in particular: the ship type, length and
speed. The models were derived empirically from full scale measurements of underwater
radiated noise of different ship types. The assumption at the basis of the developed models
is that the total underwater noise radiated by the ship can be decomposed into:
•
•
•

noise from internal machinery and equipment, transmitted through the hull;
noise from the propeller, without cavitation;
noise from propeller cavitation.

The overall radiated noise is the sum of these three contributions, as introduced in reference
[1].
Different source models have been used in the validation simulations:
•
•
•

DCNS source level early version with constant source depth = 5m
DCNS source level last version [9] with updated models for different ship categories
and variable source depth as function of the ship draught = 2/3D
QO source levels and depth as defined in Table 1.
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Table 1 QO source levels and source depth for each ship category

4.3.

Sound propagation models

The noise prediction codes take into account the ships present in the area at a given instant
(ships 1, 2 and 3 of Figure 21). As time passes, ships can either enter in the delimited area
or exit from the area and consequently their contribution to the overall noise is respectively
taken into account or neglected (see Figure 21). At a given instant, the source level for the ith vessel is estimated as a function of the ship category, the ship length, the ship speed and
the frequency (see AQUO R2.9 [9]):
SLi = SL ( S, L, v (t ), f )

(1)

Each ship is approximated as an omnidirectional point source at the depth specified by the
source model (see section b Source models above). The transmission loss TLi from the i-th
ship is a function of frequency and the positions of the source and the hydrophone, i.e.
T L i = T L ( s d , S i la t ( t ), S i lo n g ( t ), H la t , H lo n g , f )

(2)

TLi is calculated in a vertical plane containing the segment between the ship position and the
hydrophone position (see Figure 21). The sea surface is modelled as flat and the seabed as
a homogeneous fluid. Three seabed types have been considered, with acoustic parameters
as shown in Table 2

Figure 21 Sketch of the simulation ship scenario
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Seabed type

Density ρb kg/m3

Sound speed cb m/s

Attenuation βp dB/λ

Soft

1750

1575

0.9

Medium

1900

1700

0.7

Hard

3000

2200

0.9

Table 2 Acoustic parameters for the seabed types considered

The overall noise RL(t) at the receiver is then obtained as the sum of the contributions from
the N(t) ships present in the area at time t

RL(t ) = 10 log10

N (t )

∑ 10
i =1

SLi −TLi
10

(3)

Different procedures have been adopted for modelling the sound propagation. Two of them
are based on the RAM [2] code but with different pre and post-processing, developed
independently. A third numerical procedure is based on the PE code JEPE [3]. The
comparison between results can give a picture of the model uncertainties involved in TL
computations; see Figure 255 showing the received noise level on 2014-03-27 as function of
time simulated with the FOI RAM and JEPE codes together with measured data.
Both the RAM and the JEPE PE models are based on factorising the Helmholtz differential
operator, formulated in cylinder coordinates centred at the source, into a product of two
pseudo-differential operators describing the outward and the inward moving wave field
components, respectively. The first operator provides a partial differential equation for the
outward moving field components only which is of first order in the range variable, solvable
as an initial-boundary value problem by marching in range. Both models employ rational
Padé approximations of the square root appearing in the pseudo-differential operator,
enabling accurate modelling of large propagation angles. In RAM, the medium is
approximated as piecewise range-independent, and the Padé approximation is applied on
the one-step propagator allowing for large range-steps [2]. In JEPE, the geometry is
transformed to plane layer interfaces by boundary-fitted orthogonal curvilinear coordinates,
allowing for convenient formulation of stable boundary and interface conditions. By
discretization in depth in JEPE, the PE is transformed to an initial value problem for a system
of differential-algebraic equations, which is solved by a fourth order linear multistep method
with adaptively variable range-step based on local error monitoring and control.

4.2 Comparison of the simulated received noise levels on March 27th
Figure 22 shows a comparison between the received noise level predicted by the Quonops,
the UNIGE and the FOI RAM codes using the source levels in Table 1, and seabed
parameters of the Medium type seabed in Table 2. The purpose of the simulation is to
assess the agreement between the model predictions in a ‘baseline’ case with the input
parameters of the three models identical.
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th.

Figure 22: Received noise level in the 125 Hz band on March 27 predicted by the Raw QO (black),
the UNIGE (red) and the FOI RAM (green) models. Source levels in Table 1.

The overall features of the three curves – the patterns of short-duration noise peaks
interspersed with quieter intervals with slowly varying noise level – are seen to agree
reasonably well, except for the peak in the QO curve at around 05 hours which is not evident
in the other two curves. The average of the differences between the predicted noise levels in
the 24 hour period are shown in Table 3
Raw QO - UNIGE
Avg
Std
0.02
3.02

FOI- UNIGE
Avg
Std
0.72
2.74

FOI - Raw QO
Avg
Std
-0.75
3.7

Table 3 Mean and standard deviation of the differences (dB) between the model-predicted received
noise levels in Figure 22

4.4.

Comparison using different source models

In the following the results of the simulation with different source models is presented. As
seen in Figure 23 a significant difference can be found among the simulations carried out
with different source level models. DCNS source level models seem to give results closer to
measurements, mainly in the case with a constant source depth. The levels computed with
the changing depth are in general higher than the levels evaluated with a constant depth
because the source is often located at a deeper position. The source depth, as described in
Section 4.1, is, in fact, a function of the ship length and when the ship length is not available
from the AIS, as in the present case, a reference length for the specific ship category is used.
Such reference length is not representative of the average length of the category but is
representative of the acoustic data available, which are often referred to large ships. As the
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reference length is in many cases higher than the actual length of the vessel therefore also
the draught used to calculate the source depth is higher than the actual draught.

Figure 23 Received noise levels in the 125 Hz band on 2014-03-27. Simulated levels by the UNIGE
code using different source models as stated.

Table 4 Mean and standard deviation of the differences (dB) between the model-predicted received
noise levels in Figure 22
UNIGE QO– UNIGE DCNS
changing depth
Avg
Std
4.8
4.3

UNIGE QO – UNIGE DCNS
const. depth
Avg
Std
7.1
5.8

UNIGE DCNS changing depth –
UNIGE DCNS const. depth
Avg
Std
2.3
2.7
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Comparison using different seabed properties

Figure 24 Received noise level in the 125 Hz band on 2014-03-27. Simulated using the UNIGE and
FOI RAM codes and different seabed properties as stated.

As shown in Figure 24 the seabed properties have a significant influence on the received
noise level. As expected, the received levels are higher for the harder seabed but the
difference between the curves is not limited only to a constant shift of level as also the shape
is modified. In Table 5 the mean and standard deviation of the difference between the results
obtained with different bottom characteristics are given.
Table 5 Mean and standard deviation of the difference between the simulated noise level 2024-03-27
obtained using the soft and the hard seabed model in Table 2

UNIGE soft - hard
Avg
Std
-16.2
5.0

FOI soft - hard
Avg
Std
-15.8
5.0

This strong influence of the seabed parameters indicates a potential for improving the
accuracy of the noise footprint prediction tool by implementing a more elaborate seabed
model – such as a horizontally varying and/or layered seabed model - combined with tuning
its parameters by acoustic inversion to fit the measured data.
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Comparison of propagation models: Received noise level

For the considered frequency band, the two above mentioned propagation models give very
similar results (see Table 6) with the largest differences localized at the minima.

Figure 25 The received noise level 2014-03-27 as function of time: simulated with the soft seabed
model using FOI JEPE (black), and FOI RAM (red). Seabed parameters for the soft seabed in Table 2,
DCNS sources with constant depth 5m.

Table 6 Mean and standard deviation of the differences among the curves in Figure 25.

FOI RAM - JEPE
Avg
Std
0.14
2.2

Comparison of propagation models: TL as function of range
Figure 26 is included to assess and illustrate the accuracy of the predictions of the
transmission loss from the individual ships to the receiver hydrophone by comparing the TL
at 125 Hz as function of range from two ship positions at 14:00 on March 27, 2014 computed
with the RAM and the JEPE propagation models. The ship to receiver ranges and
propagation geometries are, respectively, 11.6 km variable inclination upslope and 47.9
downslope-upslope-downslope-upslope. The average transmission loss differences along
the transects are 1.2 dB and 3.7 dB.
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Figure 26 Water depth (top frames) and transmission loss (bottom frames) as function of range along
two ship to receiver transects at 14:00 on March 27, 2014 computed with JEPE (black) and RAM (red).

4.7.
Comparison of the simulated received noise levels on
June 11th
Figure 27 shows a comparison between the measured and simulated noise levels on 201406-11 vs. time. The measured noise level is characterised by a floor at approximately 80 dB
and by several narrow peaks with maximum values up to approximately 110 dB. The noise
floor consists of noise from distant shipping and noise not generated by shipping, such as
wind driven noise from surface waves, noise from waves breaking at the shoreline, noise
from rain, noise from seismic activity and noise from anthropogenic activities other than
shipping. The noise peaks are recordings of ships passing close to the hydrophone. The
width of the peaks depends on two main factors: The ship trajectory and the ship speed.
Straight routes correspond to relatively narrower peaks while curved routes, with a centre of
curvature on the hydrophone side, correspond to wider peaks. Further, the higher the speed,
the narrower the peak is. The magnitudes of the peaks, on the other hand, depend on the
source level (SL) and on the minimum distance between the hydrophone and the ship. In this
case, the higher the source strength and the closer the distance, the higher the peak. The
origin of the peaks is illustrated in Figure 28, showing simply the inverse of the distance from
the hydrophone to the nearest ship as function of time. The locations of the peaks in Figure
28 are seen to align well with those in Figure 27.
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Figure 27 Received sound pressure level on 2014-06-11 in the 125 Hz third octave band. Blue:
Measured. Red: UNIGE RAM. Black: FOI RAM. Green: FOI JEPE. Mean difference and standard
deviation in respect to the measured levels (f = 125 Hz).

Figure 28 Normalized inverse of the distance from the hydrophone to the closest ship as function of
time on 2014-06-11

Looking at the simulated data in Figure 27, it can be noted that, on the average, the noise
levels are underestimated. Noting that the simulations in Figure 27 were conducted with the
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soft seabed model this indicates - in view of the strong influence of seabed hardness on the
2014-03-27 noise levels shown in Figure 24 and Table 4 - that the underestimate could be
corrected by repeating the simulations with a harder seabed model. Unfortunately, however,
such repeated simulations could not be fitted into the time available for the present work.
The underestimate is caused also, in part, from modelling only ships as sources of noise,
neglecting all the other contributions to the overall noise levels coming from both natural
sources and anthropogenic sources different from ships. Such sources are primarily (i) wind
driven noise from breaking surface waves and waves reaching a shoreline and (ii) noise from
rain. Inclusion of models of such noise in the simulations would increase the realism of the
simulations and contribute to fill the gap between predictions and measurements. This
increased simulation accuracy would however occur only at those points in time where the
object of the study (shipping noise) is masked by other sources, i.e. time-points at which
shipping noise is not the dominating source of adverse noise. On the other hand, correct
prediction of the baseline noise level would still be useful for e.g. predicting maximal ranges
at which the noise from individual ships emerges above the background.
Further, for the reasons explained previously, not all types of ships are included in the model.
As a consequence, unrealistically low noise levels can be found (e.g. around hour 18:00 in
Figure 27). On the other hand, the results in Figure 27 show that many of the prominent
peaks that are due to ships passing relatively close to the hydrophone are well aligned in
time with model predictions (see e.g. time between 03:00 to 06:00 in Figure 27). This is
because, when a ship passes close to the hydrophone, it is a very high source of noise and
therefore masks all other contributions. The good time alignment thus indicates the accuracy
of the time information in the AIS data from the closest ship. Nevertheless, when comparing
the levels of peaks well aligned in time, some discrepancies between the measurements and
model predictions are also present. When the levels of the peaks differ, the reasons can be
found in the evaluation of the TL and mainly in the SL used. On the other hand, when peaks
in the measured RL are not reproduced by the simulations, discrepancies are attributable to
missing data on ships passing near the hydrophone, e.g. ships with their AIS transmission
turned off.
The different simulated noise levels are shown in Figure 27 to underline the uncertainties
arising from different pre/post processing strategies (RAM 1 vs. RAM 2) and from using a
different TL algorithm (RAM 1&2 vs. JEPE). Differences of the first kind may arise from
using different criteria for including/ignoring ships based on the ship category, or from
different outcomes of identical criteria for including/ignoring ships based on combining their
AIS data with the bathymetry data. Two examples of such identical criteria, sensitive to minor
differences in the processing of the bathymetry data, are: (i) Include a ship only if the water
depth at its position exceeds a given minimum value, and (ii) include a ship only if the water
depth is positive everywhere along the line from the ship to the receiver hydrophone.
An example of a difference of the first kind is evident in Figure 27, just before hour 09:00,
where a peak in the red and blue curves (RAM 1 and measured data) is not present in the
black and green curves (RAM 2 and JEPE). In this case, a ship was excluded by its category
in the pre-processing of the RAM 2 and JEPE codes but included the RAM 1 code.
Differences of the latter kind, arising from using different propagation models, are more
complex to diagnose as many propagation cases with different characteristics are present:
up sloping sea bed, down sloping sea bed, sea mounts, shallow water, deep water, etc. In
any case, the presence of these discrepancies highlights another source of uncertainties,
represented by the TL model selection.
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5. Conclusions
Two different tools have been developed to investigate the influence of different parameters
on the predicted noise level at the receiver hydrophone as function of time. The key
parameters influencing the simulated ship traffic noise are:
• Ships identification: the identification of ships by means of the AIS presents the
following critical points:
o Not all the surface vehicles are equipped with AIS (see the International
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS), Ch. V, Reg. 19.2.4)
o AIS can be switched off by the crew (a typical case is represented by the
fishing vessels)
o AIS signal is not given at a constant time interval and therefore an
interpolation of the ship time varying data is needed
• Source models: as regards the considered source models, the overall uncertainty is
in average around 7.1 dB.
• Source depth: The depth where the equivalent source is placed has a great influence
on the results. The source depth should be in between the free surface and the ship
draught. As information about the ship draught is often missing in the AIS, it can be
statistically derived by the ship main dimensions. Alternatively an equivalent fixed
depth can be adopted.
• Bottom composition: As expected the model-predicted received noise level is very
sensitive to the bottom composition: the harder the bottom the higher the level.
• Propagation models: No significant differences from using two different PE
propagation models have been observed. The overall uncertainty is in average
around 0.14 dB.
The strong dependence of the predicted noise level on the seabed parameters indicates a
potential for improving the accuracy of the noise footprint prediction tool by implementing a
more elaborate seabed model – such as a horizontally varying and/or layered seabed model
- combined with tuning its parameters by acoustic inversion to fit the measured data.
Introduction of a model for noise from other sources than shipping would improve the overall
prediction accuracy at time-points and locations where such noise is comparable to or
dominates the noise from shipping. An accurate model of noise from such sources would be
useful for e.g. predicting maximal ranges at which the noise from individual ships emerges
above the background and for calibration of the source models as well as the environmental
data using measured noise peaks from close passages.
A more difficult source for episodic prediction uncertainties is the lack of data on vessels not
equipped with AIS or vessels with their AIS transponder turned off. In fact, even if within the
project source level models have been defined for all the main ship categories, the
monitoring of the presence of ships in the area is critical. The necessary information about
presence and characteristics of such vessels in the selected area would have to be obtained
by other means of observation and recognition (visual, radars, satellites, etc.).
The possible improvements above discussed regard the monitoring application of the noise
prediction. Another target of the tool is the possibility of evaluating different strategies for the
control and reduction of the shipping noise: for example design limits on the noise emissions
or operational limitations in terms of speed and/or route. These aspects, can readily be
quantified by the modelling tool in a comparative way.
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